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second Georgian period, and that is why Edward Albert, our
microcosm, leaning over his garden gate and talking to Mr
Copper, remarked, "These here Jews seem to be doing a lot
of mischief in the world, one way and another."
And why Mr Copper, already thoroughly infected, replied,
" And we let 'em get away with it—every time."
You see here in Morningside Prospect in our Edward
Albert just the same threefold mental stir that was to be found
in the whole Morningside Prospect side of civilisation; the
sick dread of some profound rearrangement of economic and
social relationships  impending,   a  dread  expressing  itself
defensively in an irrational fear of " Bolshevism " ; the same
unpleasant realisation of a common nerveless conduct of
affairs leading to the craving for a saviour and leader, and
the same disposition to discover a scapegoat, for which rfile
the Jewish Champions were already preparing their " people ".
The world now and henceforth is doomed to live in an
increasing community of interpretations, and these three
factors were to be found among the threatened governing
classes, all round the globe from pole to pole.   The Bolshie,
the Jew and the inspired Leader, all essentially imaginary
beings, were becoming the three cardinal figures in a new
mythology of escape from thought, starkness and courage.
Wherever the pound sterling and the dollar were current
and freely exchangeable with local money, this mythology
prevailed, masking the hard realities of the abolition of dis*
tance, the ever-increasing release of physical and human
energy and the gathering resentment of the poor, the exploited
and the frustrated majority of mankind. These triple
ingredients brewed the final explosion of the Old Order,
which that triple mythology prevented men from anticipating
and averting.
But if that mythology was world-wide, it still varied greatly
in its realisation in different regions of the earth. There
were great differences in phase. Homo Tewler in his Western,
Scandinavian and Polish varieties was not so widely different
from Anglicanus ; he presented the same mythological triangle
and the same underlying forces, but until America had that

